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MARE LIBERUM

( Young Hazara Sima collaborating with french student on the script)

Summary

The project is name Mare Liberum after the NGO’s boat that monitor human right in
the Aegean Sea. Mare Liberum is a minimalist navigation video game in 2D isometric
in which you play a young migrant leaving the island of Lesvos. Her ultimate goal is
to sail and find refuge into a Sanctuary city. During this maritime journey, we discover
the story of this young girl, lost between dreams and memories, as she tries to avoid
the fleets and surveillance systems put in place to prevent migrants from leaving
and reach European soil. This game prototype is developped in collabotration with
the Master Creative Media of the University of Lorraine and the Afghan community
Hazara locked in the new Reception and identification Center of Lesbos.
This project is supported by the Start subsidie of the Stimulering
fonds and the Foundation Idées Clandestines. A prototype of the
game will be delivered by the end of the year.
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(Screen shot of the first prototype of the video game_ below Storyboard for the videogame)
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ONDER VIER OGEN

(Gerrit Jan Kuenen, 1942)				

(Woman of the YPJ, Didar, 2015)

Summary

ONDER VIER OGEN is a public space Augmented Reality video project. This project
wants to address the well-known national history of the Engelandvaarders in order
to give a better understanding and new perspective to the current illegal migration
at the borders of Europe. I do understand Engelandvaarders and Asylum seekers
can’t be compared. Yet I believe they have a lot to bring to one another for they have
both experienced illegality and detention within European borders. By bringing this
national Dutch intangible cultural heritage together with current illegal migration I
would like to help us reflect on the importance of future migration policy in the European Union.
This Project has won the Open Call for Concept 2020 by the gemeente Bewerwijk. It is a collaboration with the Engelandwaarders
Museum and the Migrant Detention Camp of Katwijk.

Harbour of Action and Research at Sea
Group exhibition of the foundation Idée Clandestines at
Corridor Project Space,
Amsterdam.
July-August 2020.
The Harbor of Action and Research at Sea is an initiative by Idées Clandestines in which Olivier Delebecque, Suzanne Bernhardt, Alonso Vazquez
and Aude Christel Mgba unfold the topic of contemporary oceanic migration
in relation to the sailing history of the Netherlands. It departs from a forgotten and illegal Dutch narrative of sailing migration: the Engelandvaarders.
This was the name given to the Dutch who tried to reach England and
freedom during World War II. In September 1941, two brothers, Han and
Willem Peteri, escaped from the occupied Netherlands in a self-built folding
sailing-canoe, leaving from Katwijk aan Zee to reach England 5 days later. In 2020, I wonder how could we built, in an autonomous way, a similar
transportable boat to provide fast and safe sailing crossing?
Made possible by:

(Proa Waapa_2020_plywood-sheets-fiberglass-hard wood-RVS screws_7,80m x 3,60m)

(Borderland (still from)_2020_co-director and cameraman_Video 4k_5’46’’)

Sabaku

blesi foe dem soema disi no si, ma tokoe dem bribi
Mondriaan Fonds Artist In Residence.
Tembe Art Studio, Moengo, Suriname.
January-March 2020.
I built Sabaku during my three months residency at the Tembe Art Studio. She is a sailboat that was made in collaboration with the young Moengonese Toepie, Peres, Rishie,
Gareth, Qwensie and a boat builder named Talea. Our workshop was installed at the the
Tembe Art Studio and functioned as an open-air laboratory accessible to anyone. Sabaku
is named after Talea’s own boat. She is inspired by a type of sailboat that can be found
along the Equator all over the world but rarely in the caraibean. It resembles to a marron
flat bottom korjaal made out of planches that one can find on the upper Maroni River. This
project was meant to empower the youth of Moengo by participating to a collaborative art
project.
Made possible by:

(Sabaku_2020_Wanna-Basaloksi-sheets-alluminium-bamboe-_5,90mx2,30m_Suralco bridge_Moengo_Suriname)

(Sabaku (Making of)_2020_Foto full frame_Tembe Art Studio_Moengo_Suriname)

(Sabaku (Making of)_2020_Foto full frame_Tembe Art Studio_Moengo_Suriname)

(Sabaku (Making of)_2020_Foto full frame_Tembe Art Studio_Moengo_Suriname)

(Sabaku (Making of)_2020_Foto full frame_Staff dorp_Moengo_Suriname)

(You have a dream I_2018_ Charcoal-Black ink on gips_ 2,90m x 1,90m)

Crossing the English Channel:
Mapping a Passage

Mauritskade 61, Amsterdam, November 2018.
Solo show.
My crossing in August 2018 of the English Channel with my 20 feet oceanic sailboat
Godot and a “clandestine” passenger engaged me in a series of wall drawings that I
made in the basement of the old zoological laboratory in Amsterdam. The wall drawings
were made clandestinely and entered in clandestinity in the lineage of Marshall Islands
maps too fragile to be put aboard they had to be memorized by the navigators/spectators.
Made possible by:

(You have a dream III_2018_ Charcoal-Black ink on gips_ 2,90m x 1,90m)

(You have a dream II_2018_ Charcoal-Black ink on gips_ 1,90m x 1,90m)

(Introduction Manual For the Clandestine Midshipman_2018_ Charcoal-Gouache-Black ink on gips_ 8,12m x 1,96m_

Boat-people. The Island and the Fortress.
Eye Filmmuseum, Cinema 2 - 2016.
video HD (33’43’’).

The term ‘boat-people’ began to be used in the press to describe the
movement of migrants fleeing Vietnam by sea at the end of the 70’.
They fled their country for political and economic reasons. Often overloaded and with no security, these boats have made many victims due
to drowning, starvation and cold. Boat-people_The Island and The Fortress is my first proposal to the dramatic actuality raging in and on the
borders of the European Union.
Boat-people. The Island and the Fortress is a film performance made
within a film theatre. It finds its origin in the necessity for me to bring
back the missing bodies of the screen into the film theatre. It brings
back the possibility of an encounter with an audience through both a
physical and spiritual act, a step towards the very essence of cinema,
its animality and its emptiness.
Made possible by:

(Boat-people: the Island and the Fortress_2016_ Video HD_33’43’’)

